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After the tremendous progress achieved at HERA in the �eld of di�raction� a new level of statistical and
systematic precision is needed� H� will install a very forward proton spectrometer in the cold section of HERA�

with � ��� � acceptance down to jtj � � for xIP � ����� Large statistics of data� in particular in the presence of

a hard scale� will be collected with unambiguous proton tagging and a measurement of the t distribution�

�� TREMENDOUS PROGRESS

Over the last ten years� tremendous progress
has been achieved at HERA in the �eld of di�rac�
tion ���

� The observation at high energy of a di�rac�
tive contribution of � to �� � of the total �p
cross section in the DIS domain ���

� The measurement of the energy dependence
of inclusive di�raction in DIS ����� harder than
for hadron�hadron interactions 	� and photo�
production ��� but softer than for inclusive ep
interactions� In the dipole model approach� this is
attributed to the interplay of a soft component�
due to photon �uctuations into large dipoles
�partons with very asymmetric longitudinal mo�
mentum shares�� and a hard component due to
�uctuations into small dipoles �large pt� small
distance partons��

� A measurement �� of the t dependence
of inclusive di�raction �d��dt � eb�t�� with
b � � GeV��� smaller than for soft di�raction
but larger than for hard di�raction �e�g� J��
production� see below��

� The measurement of the di�ractive structure
function F

D���
� �xIP � �� Q�� ���� and the extrac�

tion of gluon dominated parton distributions

�Talk given at the Workshop DIFFRACTION ����� Ce�

traro� Italy� Septembre �����

from positive scaling violations up to large �� Of
major importance is the factorisation theorem ��
justifying the use of these parton distributions
into exclusive processes in DIS� whereas factorisa�
tion is broken for hadron�hadron and for resolved
photoproduction interactions�

� Compatibility of the data with the presence
of a large higher twist longitudinal component at
high � ���

� Possible indications of saturation e�ects at
very low x ������� expected to be more impor�
tant in di�raction than for the total cross section�
because of the large gluon component�

� A study of di�ractive dijet production in
DIS ������� including a successful comparison of
di�erential distributions with predictions based
on the inclusive parton distributions� showing
that dijet production is a powerful tool to access
directly the gluonic content of the pomeron�

� A measurement of open charm production in
DIS ���� another probe of the gluon content of
the pomeron� In spite of very limited statistics�
di�erential distributions indicate� as for dijet
production� the dominance of �q�qg� �uctuations
in the proton or� equivalently� the presence of
pomeron remnants not participating to the hard
process�
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� Studies of hadronic �nal states ���� pre�
senting marked di�erences with non�di�ractive
interactions but similarities to e�e� annihilation�
Monte�Carlo simulations using inclusive parton
distributions provide a good description of the
data�

� For J�� photoproduction �	����� a short
distance process governed by the large charm
quark mass� the observation of a hard energy de�
pendence re�ecting the gluon distribution in the
proton and a hard t distribution �b � ��	 GeV����
For � mesons� the energy dependence appears to
become harder as Q� increases ������� and the
b slope decreases at high Q� towards that for
J�� ����

� The dominance of �L over �T as Q� increases
in vector meson production �������

� The observation of a common production
rate for vector mesons ��� 	� 
� J��� as a func�
tion of the variable Q� �M�

V � when taking into
account quark counting ����

� The observation of deeply virtual Compton
scattering �e � p � e � p � �� ���� at a rate
compatible with perturbative QCD calculations
using skewed parton distributions�

�� MISSING MEASUREMENTS AND

EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTIES

In spite of this bright success� the accumulated
statistics remain very limited in several important
channels� especially in the presence of a hard scale
�charm� high Q��� Several pieces of information
are completely missing� and several short�comings
a�ect the experimental measurements�

���� t distributions
The measurement of the t distribution� which

is directly related to the size of the interact�
ing dipole� is of crucial importance ���� Both
the ZEUS and H� detectors include forward pro�
ton spectrometers giving access to t distributions�
but their acceptance is only of the order of 	 �

and the accessible range ���� �
� xIP �

� ���� and

��� �� jtj �� ��� GeV�� in addition� the alignment
of these detectors is di�cult and leads to signi��
cant systematic uncertainties�

No fully di�erential measurement has thus been

performed of the inclusive F
D���
� �xIP � �� Q

�� t�
structure function� and no measurements exist
of t distributions in the presence of a hard scale
�jets� charm�� except for vector mesons�

���� Longitudinal cross section and higher

twist

The longitudinal cross section FD
L and its pre�

dicted higher twist behaviour are sensitive tests of
di�erent models of di�raction ���� The standard
way of performing the measurement is by using
di�erent beam energies� which has not happened
so far at HERA�

Access to FD
L is also possible through the dis�

tribution of the angle 
 between the electron and
the proton scattering planes� which is modulated
by the longitudinal�transverse interference ����

���� Proton dissociation and other experi�

mental uncertainties

Because of the small acceptance of the present
spectrometers� most measurements of di�raction
rely on the presence of a large rapidity domain
devoid of hadronic energy in the region of the
detector situated in the outgoing proton beam
direction ��forward� direction�� without a direct
tagging of the scattered proton� This leads to
large corrections� with large uncertainties� for the
subtraction of the proton dissociation background
and the extraction of the elastic cross section

���	 � for H� and up to ����	 � �� for ZEUS�
This is the dominant systematic error for many
channels �see �g� ���

The proton dissociation background is also usu�
ally assumed to lead to an overall normalisation
e�ect� which is certainly not justi�ed �see e�g� the
strong Q� dependence for the ratio of proton dis�
sociation to elastic � production �����

Discrepancies appear in some measurements
between H� and ZEUS� in particular for some

�Q�� �� bins of the F
D���
� structure function�

These discrepancies may disappear with new�
more precise measurements� They may also be re�
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lated to di�erent ways of extracting the di�ractive
signal� since none of the two experiments uses the
direct measurement of the scattered proton
 H�
selects events with a rapidity gap �� and ZEUS
selects the non�exponentially suppressed part of
the MX distribution ���

            

Figure �� Estimated uncertainties for the mea�

surement by H� of F
D���
� as a function of xIP

in the bin �Q� � ��	 GeV�� � � ����� for �	�
pb��� the luminosity expected in ��������	� The
smaller error bars represent the errors due only
to the main detector measurement� the larger er�
rors include those due to the present use of the
forward detectors to subtract the proton dissoci�
ation background�

�� A VERY FORWARD PROTON SPEC�

TROMETER FOR H�

���� A very large acceptance detector

Higher precision measurements� both from a
statistical and a systematic point of view� and
the access to new physical quantities are neces�
sary to discriminate between several theoretical
models� which are broadly compatible with the
present measurements� This implies collecting
large statistics of high quality data� in various
inclusive� semi�inclusive and exclusive channels�

            

Figure �� Horizontal projection of the distance of
the scattered proton to the beam� shown for xIP �
���� and for three di�erent values of t �shaded
areas�� and �� sigma beam envelope� as a function
of the distance to the interaction point�

The H� collaboration has thus proposed �	� to
install in ���� a very forward proton spectrometer
�VFPS�� consisting of two roman pots equipped
with scintillating �ber detectors� in the cold sec�
tion of the HERA beam line� ��� m downstream
of the interaction point� This is where the spec�
trometer e�ect of the horizontal HERA bend is
strongest �see �g� ���

            

Figure �� Spread of the impact point of di�rac�
tively scattered protons in the �x� y� plane for
xIP � ���� and � � jtj � ��	 GeV�� with the �� �
beam envelope� Insert
 Illustration of the relation
between the impact point of the scattered proton
in the transverse �x� y� plane and the variables
xIP � jtj and 
�

The acceptance will be � ���� for xIP � ����
�see �gs� � and ��� down to the lowest jtj val�
ues� This is a large improvement compared to
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Figure �� VFPS acceptances� as a function of t
�top� and of xIP �bottom��

the present proton spectrometers �see �g� 	��
Full advantage will thus be taken of the 	�fold

luminosity increase after the HERA upgrade� and
uncertainties in the cross section measurements
due to extrapolations in t are avoided� Also� the
error due to the uncertainty on the precise posi�
tioning of the pots is avoided� in contrast with the
present case where the acceptance varies strongly
with t� The detector will be aligned using the
position of the t peak and � photoproduction�

            

Figure 	� Acceptance as a function of xIP for the
VFPS and the present H� spectrometer �horizon�
tal and vertical stations� respectively��

���� Physics issues

With the VFPS� the direct tagging of the scat�
tered proton will eliminate the largest source of
uncertainty in most channels� i�e� the proton dis�
sociation background�

The emphasis will be put on precise measure�
ments of di�ractive processes in the presence of a
hard scale
 high Q� values� large transverse mo�
menta �large ET jets�� large quark masses �charm
production�� and on the measurement of the t
slope�

For the inclusive and the semi�inclusive pro�
cesses �jets� charm production�� the measure�
ment of the t distribution with � to � bins for
� � jtj � ��� GeV� will permit discriminat�
ing between large �b �

� � GeV��� and small

�b � ��	 GeV��� dipoles�

�The fully di�erential structure function F
D���
�

will be measured in the purely di�ractive domain
xIP �

� ����� where the contribution from meson
exchange is negligible� in � or � bins in t� The xIP
variable will be measured both with the VFPS
and using the main detector� leading to improved
precision�

� For �	� pb�� data taken in ��������	� �� ���
dijet events with pT � 	 GeV� Q� � ��	 GeV�

and ��� � y � ��� are expected to be tagged
by the VFPS� It will be possible to estimate
higher order contributions� like resolved virtual
photon� In photoproduction� �� ��� events are
expected� and comparison between rates for di�
rect �x� � ���� and resolved �x� � ���� photons
will permit investigating the mechanisms which
destroy the rapidity gap ��gap survival probabil�
ity� �����

� Some ��� charm events are expected in the
truly di�ractive domain 	 	���� � xIP � � 	�����
to be compared with a few tens of events presently
accumulated on basis of the presence of a rapid�
ity gap� Given the statistical precision �	 ���
it is essential for a cross section measurement
to tag the scattered proton and to eliminate the
systematic error due to proton dissociation�

� Large samples of high Q� vector meson and
DVCS events will be accumulated ����� DVCS
events with Q� � � GeV��� with no proton disso�
ciation background�



	

� Information will be obtained on the longitu�
dinal structure function using the modulation of
the di�ractive cross section in 
� the angle be�
tween the electron and proton scattering planes�
According to models� the e�ect can be of the
order of �	
 �	 � for � �

� ���� depending on Q�

and �� The angle 
 �see �g� �� will be measured
in � or 	 bins� for jtj � ��� GeV��

� Proton dissociation samples of events will be
selected as the di�erence between the events se�
lected by the observation of a rapidity gap in the
main detector� and those which are in addition
tagged by the VFPS� This will open a completely
new �eld in di�raction� related to factorisation
breaking e�ects expected in QCD�

�� CONCLUSIONS

With the increase of luminosity after ���� and
the installation by H� of the VFPS in �����
very signi�cant improvements will be achieved in
HERA to the precision of the di�raction mea�
surements� The dipole approach will be quan�
titatively tested� discrimination between several
models will be possible� and a new �eld of re�
search will be opened with the study of factorisa�
tion breaking�
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